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							COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Die Roll	Combat Odds
A	B	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	7:1	Bombing		Weather

6	1	D	DR	DR	DR	DR	DR*	DR*	DE	DE	DE		D			Good
5	2	AD	DW	DW	DW	DW	DR	DR	DR*	DE	DE		D				Good
4	3	AE	AD	D	DW	DW	DW	DR	DR	DR*	DE		D (StuKa)	Good

3	4	AE	AE	AD	D	D	DW	DW	DR	DR	DR*			-				Fair
2	5	AE	AE	AE	AD	D	D	DW	DW	DR	DR		-			Fair
1	6	AE	AE	AE	AE	AD	D	D	DW	DW	DR		Allied AA		Bad

Final attacking odds less than 1:4 are not allowed.  Odds can be no greater than 7:1.  Attacking is voluntary, unless obligated.  Surplus odds fractions are always rounded down.  A 0 attack factor unit may not attack but may tactically advance with other, adjacent attacking friendly units after combat.  Mandatory attacks:  If a German unit is adjacent to both an attacked Axis unit and one of the Allied units attacking it, that German unit must also be attacked.  This also applies to a British unit adjacent to another British unit being attacked and the Axis units attacking it and to U.S. units from the same division.
Rommel-Pressed Attack:  In any attack at final odds greater than 1:4 with Rommel stacked with any of the attacking forces and adjacent to all the defenders, after the opposing player declares No Retreat! or not, the Axis Player may, if he/Rommel chooses to Press the Attack, move the combat odds up one column if his die roll proves to be the best 3 numbers, but accepts the risk of instead having to use the combat odds column one column lower, if he rolls one of the worst 3 numbers.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.  DE is only a DR against Recon units 580. Recce and 1 Drby Yeo, unless they cannot retreat.
·	DR = Defenders ROUTED and Disrupted and must be withdrawn by Defender 1-2 hexes as the Attacker wishes - retreat route determined by Defender.  Defender may withdraw 1 additional hex.  DR* = An already-Disrupted pure infantry unit in completely open/clear terrain is eliminated.
·	DW = Defenders WITHDRAWN 1-3 hexes by Defender.  They are not Disrupted if withdrawn only 1 hex, but are Disrupted if retreated 2-3 hexes. 
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED.  A defending unit (including a U.S. unit) may instead be voluntarily retreated 1 hex and not be Disrupted, or 2-3 hexes and be Disrupted, and the Attacker may then advance accordingly.
·	- = No effect against either side.
·	AD = All attackers Disrupted.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) ELIMINATED.  Any surviving Attackers suffer AD result.

Disruption:  A Disrupted unit may not operationally move - but still can get its 1 hex bonus move - or attack.  A Disrupted unit is faced toward the enemy.  Combat results against defending Disrupted units are individually read 1 column higher, although a Disrupted unit still receives defensive terrain bonuses.  Deployed units which are Disrupted but not retreated retain their deployed status.





Retreats and Advances after Combat:  A defending unit cannot retreat into a hex adjacent to a hex it was attacked from, unless there is a friendly unit in the hex and that is not under an as yet unresolved ground-attack itself or unless the hex is shielded by a mountain ridge hex-side.  Only infantry units can retreat across a mountain ridge hex-side, and they are Disrupted by that.  If a unit cannot retreat, it is eliminated by a DR* or DR , but only Disrupted by a DW.
The attacker must advance (if possible) attacking units at least equal in strength to the defenders into the vacated hex, if they retreat.  Others of the attackers may advance 1 hex into hexes adjacent to the vacated one.  Upon a DE, DR*, or DR result, armored, (pure) panzer, and recon units may advance 2 hexes through it if advancing along a road.  No Retreat!:  Before any battle  - and the Attacker must ask if he is to do so - some or all defending British or German units may be given No Retreat! orders, with the previously described combat results for being unable to retreat.  An Italian unit may be given this order only if Rommel is with it in its hex.  U.S. units may not be given this order.

Defensive Terrain Bonuses - cumulative and still applying to Disrupted units:
·	Hills:  A DR* becomes just a DR, and +1 defense factor is added to any infantry unit.
·	Passes (like Kasserine Pass, H8) are where hills encroach on a hex from 2 separated sides.  A DR* becomes just a DR, and an infantry unit in a valley gets +1 defense factor or has its (even deployed) defense factor doubled, whichever is greater.  Only 2 mechanized units may attack into or defend in a pass.
·	Mountain Ridges and Gorges (along hex-edges):   Only infantry units may make a 1-hex move or an attack/advance or may retreat across them, and then they are Disrupted.  Units defending behind a mountain ridge/gorge get 1 (more) defense factor.  A supply line cannot be traced across a ridge/gorge, and this terrain shields a retreating defending unit from the rule about being unable to retreat into a hex adjacent to its attacker.  Mountain ridge road L5/L6:   Only 1 mechanized unit may attack along it.
·	Rivers:  Units defending behind rivers get a 1-column shift down in the combat odds, If more than half of the attack factors are attacking cross-river.
·	Swamp (Hex A3):  Cannot be entered or used as a supply line.
·	Towns:  Tebessa and Gafsa give the same (possibly additional) defensive advantage as Hills.
·	Road Movement Bonuses:  French and Italian infantry units get a road movement bonus of 2 continous road hexes for every 1 operational movement hex (including the bonus) expended.    For all other units get a road movement bonus is 3.  See the road mode stacking limitation.

Allied Reinforcements:  U.S. 1AD infantry regiment enters the game on turns 1, 3, and 5, at Tebessa.  The 9th ID regiment enters the on L5 or L9 on the 7th turn.  If the American player is willing to settle for a draw, during his Reinforcement Phase he can decide to bring the British units into the game on the road north of Thala, but they enter the game-turn after the Allied Player requests them.  The request may be cancelled (and the draw not needed to be accepted) before their scheduled arrival on the board, but then they may not be requested again.

Stacking Limit:	
No more than 2 units from different divisions may be effective, stacked in the same hex, or all units from the same division stacked in the same hex may be active:  e.g., all 3 regiments or combat commands from the same U.S. division.  Tiger tanks and Rommel may be freely added to that and active.  The 1st Derbyshire Yeomen and 580. Recce recon units may be also, as long as they are being stacked with their own nationality.  With the exception of the (6!) Tiger tanks unit and Rommel, a unit may never end its movement in road mode stacked with another unit which has used that.  Any units stacked in excess of a hex's stacking limit may not be counted for attack or defense, but suffer the same fate as units which are defending it.  In this case, it is the owning player's choice as to which units are active.  Axis and Allied units may never be stacked together in the same hex.
Infantry Unit Deployment:  An Undisrupted infantry unit which does not move or attack may be flipped to its stronger, Deployed side.  Its Deployed strength may be used on both attack and defense, but if the unit advances after attacking - and its Deployed strength counts for the advance requirement - it loses its Deployed status as it does if forced to retreat or if it voluntarily retreats.



Operational Movement and/vs. Attacks:  During Operational Movement, the French and Italian infantry units move 1 hex, the recon units may move 3 hexes, Rommel may move 4, and all other units may move 2 hexes.  There is always an Operational Movement Bonus of 1 additional hex, if not attacking.
Rommel cannot be Disrupted, although he can (along with the units he is with) still be eliminated.    If Rommel is accompanying an attack and at least a DR is the result, those Axis units in his hex and adjacent to him may attack a second time (albeit without airpower) after their advance after combat (which he accompanies) or may advance into an empty hex (and advance yet another hex, if moving along a road).   Rommel may be flown out of an isolated Axis pocket during the SSDP, and he then returns to the game on B1 or F1 the following turn.  See above also about a Rommel-Pressed Attack above.
The Tiger Tanks involved in the battle often suffered breakdown, but they were devastating.  Because they were so few - only 6! - they do not suffer the  road movement stacking restriction other units do.  However, they only get their full operational movement of 2 on a special die roll of 4-6.  2-3, it's only 1, and a die roll of 1 is 0, although they still get their operational movement bonus hex.  And they move last.  Attacking or defending alone in a hex, their strength is halved to 1.
Zones of Control:  With the game map scale 10 miles/16 kilometers per hex, enemy units do not block movement into or through hexes adjacent to them.  Hexes adjacent to them which are not occupied by friendly units cannot be used for supply, however.

Airpower - can attack anywhere in the map - only 1 mission per unit per game-turn:  Because of rains, there is no airpower in the 1st turn. Thereafter use the Weather determination column at the end of the Combat Results Table, and starting Turn 5 shift the die roll number 1 to the better.  If the weather is Good, all air units may fly, if Fair only 1 air unit for each side, and if Bad none.  Bombing - each unit in the target hex bombed separately:  If a German Stuka unit dives all the way, it can hit/Disrupt on 3 die roll numbers instead of only 2, but then it can be shot down - returning to the game 4 turns later - if the attacked unit is American or British and UnDisrupted and the Allied player rolls the one AA number he chooses for each eligible unit.  Units Disrupted by Bombing are frozen in place and may not retreat.  Luftwaffe Close Air Support: Each Stuka unit can instead add a 1 column odds shift to a ground attack, but can be shot down by AA fire.

Supply:   Axis supply source hexes are B1, F1, and K1.  Allied supply source hexes are L5, L9, I13, and G13.  A unit's supply line is a maximum of 3 hexes back to a road back to its supply source.  Any unit out of supply during its side's Supply Status Determination Phase is Disrupted.
Setup and 1st Turn - Americans set up first:
  Allied:  The U.S. units - 1AD's 3 combat commands and 34ID's 3 regiments- must start on the frontline.  The French may start anywhere on the west side of or west of the startline hex-sides.  (The 1-2 1AD CCC is not in the game.)
  Axis:  Rommel, KGs Schuette and Stenhoff, 580. Recce, and Centauro - Afrika Korps - start on B2.  All other Axis units - von Arnim's 5th Panzerarmee - start on the east side of the startline hex-sides in hex rows F and/or north.  First Turn Surprise:  Because of the heavy rains on 14Feb43 and our expectation that an attack would be to the north, each Axis attack (including a possible second by Rommel) gets a +1 combat odds column shift.








Victory Conditions:
  Axis:  The Axis win the instant Thala is taken, if it is in Axis supply.  The Axis win at the end of the game, if they have Tebessa and otherwise have a Marginal Victory - see below.  The Axis win a smashing, Strategic Victory - worth 2 game victories - if they have both Thala and Tebessa in supply at the end of the game, regardless of Axis losses.  However, if the Axis Player has taken Thala and decides to continue the game for the chance of a Strategic Victory and then later loses Thala, that instant victory is lost.
   Allied:    If the Allied Player brings the British into the game, once they are on the board the best the Allied Player can get is a draw.  If the British have not been brought into the game and  Germans cannot achieve even a Minimal Axis Victory, the Allies win. 
  Minimal or Marginal Axis Victory is attained if none of the previous conditions are met and one player has more victory points  than the other.  The Axis receive 1 victory point for every U.S. unit eliminated, 2 points for each British brigade eliminated, and 1 point  for each turn prior to when a town becomes no longer valuable for that - see the calendar for the listings of that - and the Axis keep these victory points, even if the Allies retake the town.  (Tebessa and Thala are always valuable.)  The Allies receive 4 victory points for each German KG or Centauro division eliminated, 1 victory point for any other Axis unit eliminated, and 10 victory points if Rommel is eliminated/killed.  Minimal Axis victory (worth 0.25 games) is 4-6 victory points (less Allied victory points).  Marginal Axis Victory (worth 0.5 games) is 7-10 victory points (less Allied vps).   More than 10 victory points (less Allied vps) with our without Tebessa is a normal (1.0 game) Major Axis victory.


GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. Axis Player‘s Turn 
·	1. Deployment/fortification of Italian infantry?
·	2. Operational movement of Axis Player's units and Stuka attack allocations.
·	3. Recovery from Disruption of American and French Disrupted units not being attacked.
·	4. Ground attack allocations, and then ground combat resolution and immediate tactical advances after combat, immediate second/Blitzkrieg attack by Rommel-led units, and then recovery from Disruption of American and French Disrupted units not re-Disrupted by the attack.
·	5. Recovery from Disruption of German units.
·	6. Axis Supply Status Determination
·	B. Allied Player‘s Turn 
·	1. British Reinforcement (Decision), Deployment/Fortification of Allied Infantry?, Operational Movement of Allied Player's units, and (starting Turn 6) Allocation of Bombing.
·	2. Recovery from Disruption of Italian still-Disrupted units not being attacked.
·	3. Ground attack allocations, and then ground combat resolution and immediate tactical advances after combat and recovery from Disruption of Italian Disrupted units not re-Disrupted by the attack.
·	4. Recovery from Disruption of British units.
·	5. Allied Supply Status Determination.
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per game-turn by the owning player.  A unit may additionally be tactically moved more than once - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent's combat resolution phase.

